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MOTIVATION
“According to the Climate Watch System from World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 
a “Climate Watch”, based on observations of current and/or future climate anomalies, can 
serve as a mechanism to warn the user community that a significant climate anomaly exists 
or might develop. In this respect, climate observations are necessary in real and historical 
time in order to monitor and predict effectively climate extremes.
In general, as part of a Climate Watch system, it is necessary 
monitoring and assessing the state of the climate, evaluate 
available climate forecasts, and, when conditions warrant, 
issue formal climate watches to alert end users (Climate 
Watch System. Early Warning against Climate Anomalies and 
Extremes, WMO 2006)”.
Regarding to this Climate Watch system,we have developed some 
graphic products, which show the evolution of climate in real time.
• Attention to media
• Other climate services
• User community
• ......
NOAA
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GENERAL PROCEDURE
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RSAGA: module IDW (Inverse Distance Weigthed) 
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AEMET and Prediction databases
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GRAPHIC PRODUCTS
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GRAPHIC PRODUCTS (Example Temp)  
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Last 15 days (Example Tmean)
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MORE FUTURE PRODUCTS
Monitoring the recent 
evolution of wind
FUTURE
Monitoring the recent 
evolution of extreme indices
Working out the regional 
temperature from LSA-SAF (Land 
Surface Analysis Satellite 
Applications Facility) data
Working out the regional 
temperature/precipitation 
from HIRLAM 0.05 
analysis
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Thanks for your 
attention! 
